
Tales of Clever Peter 

 

The Priest who stole church gifts 
There was a very greedy king. All that worshipers left the church puts it in his pocket - go and rob all the money 
of the icons!  
learned about Sly Peter and said  
- I'm not gonna be this thing! I'll fix this pop! And take that bailiffs klisarin in this church. He began to outpace 
the priest and get money from the icons. The priest much you doyadyalo Petra and once told him  
- Peter, you collect money from the icons, but this is very wrong!  
- A bag, Father Priest, this is not true! Any of the saints collect money! The priest wondered:  
- How saints at? Can they go?  
- They can! And that makes Notre Dame that bash in the middle of the church!  
priest disbelieved and said to Peter  
- That's your job, Peter! Come to confess!  
wrap he stole and began to manifest. The priest asks him, and Peter and his last silent.  
- Why gee, Peter, do not you answer?  
- Because nothing is not heard, Father Priest! If you do not believe, give me to tuck a stole!  
wrap stole with Peter and began to feel:  
- Say, Father Priest, why do you go at night in our komshiyka out, that with the big boobs?  
A priest silent word produmva.  
Up Three times Peter asked him that. Then unscrew it and said to him:  
- Why do not you answer was, Father?  
- Well, it was true, Peter, nothing is not heard when one is wrapped in this stole!  
- If one is true, statements and other true! Virgin Mary makes this robbery icons ...  
So Clever Peter Pop forgotten how to steal money from the icons. 

Clever Peter is the hero of Mariovo folklore. As its name suggests it has the smarts and wit and even deceit. Rival in the stories about him is Nasreddin 
Hodja, the personification of the typical Turk. After the liberation of  Balkan occupies its place in its modern version - Bai Ganjo. Unlike Bai Ganjo, which is 
sometimes considered vulgar, simple and having other negative qualities Clever Peter remained in the minds of Marivwc  as a positive hero. 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Itar_Pejo  

 

 


